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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a Cm 2-manifold and let +: M x [wl --f M be a continuous flow on M. 
We consider the question of the existence of a C” flow # on M that is topologically 
equivalent to 4. Here we say that 4 and + are (topologically) equivalent if there 
is a homeomorphism of M that takes orbits of + onto orbits of (6, preserving 
the natural orientation of the orbits. Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Suppose that 4 is a continuous jlow on the compact, orientable Cm 
2-manifold M. Assume that 4 has at most finitely many rest points and that any 
recurrent point of 4 is periodic. Then there is a C” jlow # on M that is topologically 
equivalent to $. 
Some restriction on recurrent points of + is necessary: the non-ergodic C1 
flows on the torus described by Denjoy [2] h ave non-trivial (i.e., non-periodic) 
recurrent points, and are known to be inequivalent to even Cz flows (cf. [5, 
Chap. VII]). Thus, for 2-manifolds, this theorem is fairly complete. Since 
there can be no non-trivial recurrence in the plane we obtain the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. Ij (b is any continuous jlow on W with at most finitely many rest 
points, then there is a Cm j?ow # on R2 that is topologically equivalent to $. 
The corollary was proved by Kaplan in [7] in the case that r$ has no rest points, 
and consequently no periodic solutions. Further results on smoothing continuous 
flows on manifolds of arbitrary dimension are given in [IO]. 
The proof of the theorem depends on a partial classification of flows with no 
non-trivial recurrence. We prove in Sections 2 and 3 that, if (M,+) satisfies 
the hypotheses of the theorem, and ii?i denotes M minus the rest points of (b, 
then fi? can be decomposed into a locally finite collection of closed $-invariant 
submanifolds, on each of which the restriction of 4 is of a simple type-roughly, 
either a flow that admits a complete section, or a flow that is completely unstable 
( i.e., has no non-wandering points) on the interior of the submanifold. In 
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Section 4 we construct Cm “models” of arbitrary flows of these simple types. 
In the completely unstable case we need the fact [ 10, Theorem 43 that any com- 
pletely unstable flow on a 2-manifold is smoothable. We construct a Cm model 
of (J?, 4 = 4 12) in Section 5, by “glueing up” models of the submanifolds of the 
decomposition. The equivalence of (ti, 4) with this model induces a Cm structure 
on il? with respect to which 6; itself is C”. Munkres’ theorem [8] on the unique- 
ness of differentiable structure on a 2-manifold then implies that there is a flow + 
on &i that is Cm with respect to the given structure on i@ and topologically 
equivalent to 4; # is easily extended to all of M. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Before proving the main theorem we establish our terminology and notation, 
and state and prove some preliminary results. We begin with the necessary 
notation from topological dynamics. 
2.1. DEFINITIONS. Let M be a Cm manifold and let 4: M x R1 + M be a 
continuous flow on M. The orbit (positive semi-orbit) of x’ E M is the set y(x) = 
(+(x, t) / t E IV} (y+(x) = {4(x, t) / t E [0, 00))). A point x E M is a regular point 
of + if x is not a rest point of 4; x is periodic if $(x, t) = x for some t > 0 (so that 
rest points are periodic). Let Per(+) d enote the set of periodic points of 4. A point 
y E M is an u-limit point (c&hit point) of x E M, if there is a sequence of real 
numbers t,. --f co (tk --f -a) such that 4(x, tk) + y. The set of w-limit points 
(a-limit points) of x is denoted w(x) (U(X)). We say that x is P+ stable (P- stable) 
if x E w(x) (x E Q(X)); x is recurrent if it is either P+ stable or P- stable. A point 
x E M is non-wandering if x E J+(X); here J+(X) denotes the set of all limits of 
sequences (+(xn, n , t )} where (x3 converges to x and {tn} tends to infinity. The 
set of non-wandering points of 4 is denoted Q(4). 
We next prove two topological lemmas that will be used repeatedly in what 
follows. Both apply to a compact orientable 2-manifold 1M, possibly with non- 
empty boundary. Two further definitions are necessary for the statements. 
2.2. DEFINITION. (a) Let J1 ,..., J,, be disjoint piecewise linear simple 
closed curves in the interior of the 2-manifold M. The manifold MS obtained 
bycuttingMalong(J, ,..., J%} is defined as follows: triangulate Mso that J1 ,..., Jn 
support subcomplexes of the triangulation; M+ is the quotient space of the 
disjoint union of all the closed 2-simplices of the triangulation obtained by 
identifying in pairs all corresponding edges except those in J1 u ... U Jn . 
(b) If M is non-compact and {Ci} is a locally finite collection of disjoint 
piecewise linear open arcs and simple closed curves, each embedded as a closed 
subset of M, we may define analogously the manifold obtained by cutting M 
along CC,). 
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2.3. Remark. The requirement that the simple closed curves be piecewise 
linear, in (a) of the preceding definition, may be removed: if {J1 ,..., J,,} is any 
finite collection of disjoint simple closed curves, then it follows from Theorem Al 
of [3] that there is an ambient isotopy of M that takes Jr ,..,, Js onto piecewise 
linear curves. 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let JI , Jz be disjoint simple closed curves in the interior 
of the 2-manifold M. We say that J1 and Jz are parallel if one of the components 
of M cut along { JI , Jz} is an annulus. 
2.5. LEMMA. Suppose ( Ji> is a sequence of disyoint simple closed curves in the 
compact orientable 2-manifold M, each crossing the closed arc S C M transversely 
in a single point p, , such that {pi} converges monotonically to p E S. Then, for 
almost all i, Ji and Ji,l are parallel. 
Proof. Note that the lemma for 2-manifolds with boundary follows imme- 
diately from the corresponding result for closed 2-manifolds, so we may assume 
that M is closed. Let WI ,..., W, be the components of M cut along ( J1 ,..., Jn>. 
Suppose that Wi E Tgi - (Or u ... u D,.), where T,. is the closed orientable 
surface of genus gi , and D, ,..., Dni are diijoint open discs in T,. (any compact 
2-manifold has such a representation), so that the Euler characters&c x( Wi) of WC 
satisfies: x(Wi) = 2 - 2gi - ni . Note that 
x(M) = 2 x(Wi) = i (2 - 2gi - ni). 
i=l i=l 
Now, for all but possibly two terms, we have ni > 2, so that, for these indices, 
2 - 2gi - ni < 0. But this quantity can be negative for at most 2 - x(M) 
indices (by 2.6); i.e., for all but at most 2 - x(M) indices i, we have gi = 0 and 
n, = 2 (and hence Wi is an annulus). Note also that ni is bounded above by 
2 - x(M). 
This argument applies to any finite subset of (J(2). Thus suppose that 12 iZ+ 
is a finite set of indices for which M cut along { Ji> i E I has the maximum possible 
number of components that are not annuli, and that the total number of boundary 
curves of these non-annuli components is also maximized. Let m be the largest 
index in 1. Note that all the Jj (j > m) lie in the same component, W, say, 
of M cut along {Ii} i E I. Also, each Jj (j > m) must separate WI (or we could 
increase the total number of boundary curves of non-annuli components for some 
finite subcollection of the Ji), and hence each Jj (j > m) must be parallel to 
some boundary curve of W, (or we could increase the number of non-annuli 
components for some finite subcollection of the J). The conclusion of the lemma 
then follows easily. 
2.7. DEFINITION. Let D be a closed disc in the 2-manifold M, let S be a 
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closed arc in aD (the boundary of D), and fixp E M - D. Let {Ai} be a sequence 
of closed arcs in M, where Ai originates at a point pi E S and terminates at p, 
and such that Ai n D = ( p,>. Assume that the Ai - { $1 are pair-wise disjoint. 
We say that Ai and Aj are parallel if the simple closed curve consisting of Ai , Aj , 
and the subarc [pi , pj] C S, bounds a disc Dij C M - Int(D). 
2.8. LEMMA. Suppose M is a compact orientable 2-manifold and that {Ai} 
is a sequence of arcs in M as described in 2.7. Then, for almost all i, Ai and Ai+l are 
parallel. 
The proof of Lemma 2.8 is quite similar to that of the preceding lemma and 
hence is omitted. 
In the remainder of the paper we consider continuous flows (M, 4) that 
satisfy the following: 
2.9. M is a compact orientable 2-manifold (possibly with non-empty boundary); 
q4 is a continuousJow on M with at most finitely many rest points and with no non- 
periodic recurrent points. 
In this case we determine several restrictions on the non-wandering set of 4. 
This enables us to classify such flows in the next section, at least to an extent 
sufficient to prove the main theorem. The first such result is an immediate con- 
sequence of Theorem 6.2 of [13]. 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Suppose that (M,$) satisfies 2.9. If x ESZ(+) is not 
periodic then both a(x) and W(X) are rest points. 
2.11. DEFINITIONS. Let M be a 2-manifold and let $ be a continuous flow 
on M. If x is a regular point of I/, then it is known that there is a section S _C N 
of # through x, such that, for some E > 0, S * [-E, E] = {+(s, t) 1 s E S, 
t E [-E, c]} is homeomorphic with S x [- E E under (the inverse of) the restric- , ] 
tion of 9 (see [l, Theorem 2.9, p. 501). It is proved in [4] that S is a closed arc. 
If x is an interior point of M we may assume that x is in the interior of S. The 
closed neighborhood S . [-E, e] of x is called aJow box about X. 
2.12. PROPOSITION. Suppose that (M, 45) satisfies 2.9. Let X = Q(4) - Per($), 
and let {xi} be a sequence of points on distinct orbits of X that converges to x E M. 
Then x is a rest point. 
Proof. If x is not a rest point, let B be a flow box about x with section S. 
We may assume that all the xi are in B. By Proposition 2.10, w(xJ is a rest point 
for each i. It follows that y+(xi) meets S finitely many times. Let .z~ E S denote 
the point at which y+(xJ last crosses S. We may assume, by choosing subse- 
quences if necessary, that {zi} converges monotonically to z E S and that all the xi 
have the same w-limit point p. Applying Lemma 2.8 with D = S . [--E, 0] and 
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Ai = Cl(y+(xJ), we see that, for all sufficiently large i, y+(zi) and y+(xi+r) are 
parallel. But in this case the subarcs [xi , zi+r] of S lie in the boundaries of 
positively invariant 2-cells in M - int(D), and this contradicts the fact that, 
under our assumptions, all the zi are in Q(4). 
2.13. Remark. If we let i@ denote the 2-manifold obtained from M by 
deleting the rest points of $, then the preceding proposition shows that the 
orbits of X = Q($) - Per($) f orm a locally finite collection of open arcs, each 
embedded as a closed subset of a. Furthermore, there is a piecewise linear 
structure on # in which these arcs are piecewise linear. This follows from the 
fact that, on a 2-manifold N, any flow # without rest points admits a cellular 
subdivision; i.e., N is the carrier of a cell complex (B,}, in which each B, is a 
flow box of #, and any pair of the B, meet in a subarc (possibly singleton) of the 
boundary of each. This is proved in [9]. Because of the local finiteness, the 
orbits of X may be assumed to meet the cells of such a subdivision only in their 
boundaries, and hence X may be realized as a subcomplex of some triangulation 
of N. Thus we may decompose ti by cutting along the collection of orbits in X 
as defined in2.2; this fact will be needed in the proof of the classification theorem, 
in Section 3. Analogously, if {Ci} is any locally finite collection of orbits of 4, 
then the Ci are piecewise linear in some structure on a, and we may cut &i 
along (C{}. We give several examples of such a decomposition in paragraph 3.6 
below. 
2.14. PROPOSITION. Suppose that q5 is a continuous JEow on the compact 
orientable 2-manifold M (possibly with boundary), and that 4 hasjnitely many rest 
points. Let S C M be a closed arc transverse to + and let f be the$rst return map 
(Poincare’ map) on S, with domain D( f ). Then D( f ) hasfinitely many components. 
Proof. We make some fixed indentification of S with the parameter interval 
[-1, l] so that the terminology “increasing,” “decreasing,” etc., applied to 
sequences in S, refers to the usual ordering of the corresponding parameter 
values. Note that each point of D(f) is an interior point, with the possible 
exception of at most two points that are mapped to the end points of S. Also, 
since M is orientable, f is increasing on each component of D( f ). 
Assume that D(f) has infinitely many components. We can then choose a 
sequence {Q} of points in distinct components of D(f ), and such that {xlc} 
converges monotonically to a point x E S. We assume that (xk) increases to x, 
the remaining case being treated similarly. We first show that, for some sub- 
sequence {x,,}, the sequence { yk( = f (xki)} also monotonically increases to a 
limit y E S. If this is not the case then, for some subsequence {xLI}, the image 
sequence { yki} is monotonically decreasing. Set qi = xkci and ri = yrc, , for 
i = 1, 2,..., 2g + 2, where g is the genus of M. Let P be the union of S and the 
subarcs [ql , r,J,..., l&2,+2, r2g+21 of Y+(&.., y+h,+J respectively, and let K 
be a regular neighborhood (cf. [6, Chap. II]) of P in M. Then K is a compact 
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surface of genus g + 1 with one boundary component-the desired contradic- 
tion, since such a surface cannot be embedded in M. 
Thus we may assume that {xk} is a sequence of points of distinct components 
of D(f), that {xk} increases to x E S and that { yk = ~(xJ} increases to y E S. 
We next want to show that almost all of the arcs [xk , yk] C y+(xJ are “parallel” 
in M by applying Lemma 2.5. Let B = S . [-C, l ] be a flow box determined 
by S. For each k 3 1, let zk = $(xk , E), let wk = 4( yb , -E), and let A, denote 
the subarc [zk, wk] of y+(x& (see Fig. 1). Let {A,‘} be a sequence of disjoint 
closed arcs in B, with aA,’ = {wk , zk} and A,’ n S = { pk}, for k > 1. Then 
{ pk} must increase monotonically to a point p E S, so we may apply Lemma 2.5 
to conclude that the simple closed curves Jk = A, u A,’ are parallel for 
sufficiently large k. Note that only finitely many of the annuli bounded by 
successive Jk can contain rest points of $. It then follows by the argument of the 
PoincarbBendixon theorem that, for some n 3 1, the subinterval (xn , x) of S 
is contained in D(f). But then the xi (i 3 n) cannot lie in distinct components 
of D(f) as supposed, and the proposition is proved. 
FIGURE 1 
2.15. PROPOSITION. Suppose that (M,$) satisjies 2.9. Let z ESJ($) be a 
regular point. Then there is a section S through x with first return map f, and an 
interwal (s, z) _C S (or (z, s) C S) that f maps homeomorphically onto an interval 
(s’, Z) _C S (or (z, s’) C S respectiwely). 
Proof. Let S be a closed arc transverse to + with z E Int(S); let f denote the 
first return map on S. If x E D(f) then the conclusion clearly holds. Thus we 
may assume that S n r+(z) = {z>. By Proposition 2.12 we may also assume that 
S n (Q(4) -Per(+)) = {z}. Since z E fin($), D(f) contains points arbitrarily close 
to Z. Since D(f) has only finitely many components, there is an interval IcD(f) 
that has z as an endpoint. We consider the case 1 is of the form (s, z), the other 
case being treated similarly. Since M is orientable, f is increasing on (s, .s). Let 
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z’ = supf(1). Note that z’ cannot be periodic. For if z’ is periodic then there is 
a point Z” in D(f) with f(z”) = z’. But then some neighborhood of a” in S is 
mapped onto a neighborhood of z’ byf, and it follows that z” = x, i.e., that 
z E D(f) contrary to assumption. Nevertheless we must have z’ E 2 n Q(4), 
and hence z’ = z. This is the desired conclusion. 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF (M,I$) 
In this section we prove a partial classification theorem for flows (M, 4) that 
satisfy our hypothesis 2.9. This has the effect of reducing the problem of 
smoothing a given flow (M,q5) to that of smoothing flows of two fairly simple 
types. 
3.1. DEFINITIONS. Let A be a closed annulus with boundary curves J,, 
and Jr , and let F be a closed totally disconnected subset of Jr . We admit 
the possibility that F is empty. Set B = A -F. We say that a closed arc S C A 
sp&s A if 85’ = S n aA, one endpoint of S is in J,, , and one endpoint is in 
or -F. If 4 is a nonsingular flow on A, a complete section for (A, #> is an arc 
S C A that spans A, is transverse to (G, and meets each orbit of # in Int(A) at 
least once. 
Now let N be a 2-manifold with boundary (not necessarily compact) and let 
# be a continuous nonsingular flow on N. We define (N, #) to be of type (a) 
or type (b) as follows: 
(a) if N is homeomorphic to a 2-manifold of the form A -F, where A is 
a closed annulus and F is a closed totally disconnected subset of one boundary 
component of A, and # admits a complete section, 
(b) if N is arbitrary, but 52(#) C aN. 
It will be convenient in the proof of the classification theorem below to further 
subdivide flows (M, #) of type (a) into type (al) in case M is a closed annulus 
(i.e., F = C), and type (as) otherwise. 
3.2. Remarks. (i) A nonsingular flow on a closed annulus need not admit 
a complete section. We may construct such an example as follows. Let A denote 
the annulus (polar coordinates) {(r, 0) E R2 1 1 < r < 3). The differential 
equation 
1: = 1 - (r - 2)2, 
8=r-2 
define a flow 4 on A, that has a single orientable spiral canonical region, as defined 
in [ll, Section 3~1, and hence does not admit a complete section (cf. Fig. 3 below). 
(ii) The “types” defined in 3.1 are not mutually exclusive; this follows 
from the first part of Proposition 3.3 below. 
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3.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that # is a continuous nonsingular flow on the 
closed annulus N. 
(a) If $ has no periodic orbits in Int(N), then (N, $) is oj type (b). 
(b) If S C N is a closed arc that spans N and is transverse to #, then S is a 
complete section for *. 
(c) Any such flow (N, 4) can be decomposed by cutting along periodic orbits 
of # into finitely many closed annuli, each of which is to type (a) or type (b). 
Proof. (a) Suppose that # has no periodic orbits in Int(N) but that there is 
a point x E Q(#) n Int(N). Let B be a flow box about x determined by the 
section T C Int(N) through x (cf. 2.11). By Proposition 2.15 there is an interval, 
say (s, X) C T, that is mapped onto an interval (s’, X) C T by the Poincare map f 
on T. Since f has no periodic points, there must be a point t E (s, X) such that 
x = lim nemf n(t) (or x = lim,,, f -“(t>>, i.e., such that x~w(t) (or x~a(t)). 
But by the Poincare-Bendixon theorem w(t) must be periodic, contrary to our 
assumption. 
(b) Let x be an arbitrary point of Int(M); we must show that y(x) mgets 
S. By the Poincare-Bendixon theorem w(x) is a periodic orbit. Now W(X) must 
meet S, Otherwise W(X) is contractible in N, hence bounds a #-invariant disc 
D _C N (by [3, Theorem 1.7]), and D must contain a rest point of 4 contrary to 
assumption. But if W(X) meets S, then y(x) must also meet S, as desired. 
(c) If there are only finitely many periodic orbits of # then cutting along 
all of them gives the required decomposition of (N, #) by part (a) above. In case 
there are infinitely many periodic orbits we may proceed as follows. For each 
x E N, let T, be a closed arc transverse to #, with x E Int(TJ if x E Int(N). 
Let R, = Int(T,) for each x E Int(N), and let R, = Int(TJ u (x} for each 
x E 8N. The open sets R, . W together cover N, by compactness finitely many, 
say those corresponding to Rzl ,..., Rxn, cover N. For each i = I,..., n, let S, 
be a maximal closed subinterval of Txi that has both endpoints on periodic orbit: 
of 4. (It may happen that some Szi is empty or a singleton.) Suppose Szl ,..., S, 
are the nondegenerate arcs among the S, , and set Ki = S,, . W for each 
i=l ,..., k. Then &, Ki contains all butlfinitely many periodic orbits of 9. 
Hence first decompose the closure of each complementary domain of lJf=, Ki , 
to obtain #-invariant closed annuli Ni ,..., N, of type (b), which together cover 
N - (Jik_i Ki , and any pair of which intersect, if at all, in a boundary curve 
of each. By our construction, the closure of each complementary domain of 
ut, Ni admits a spanning arc transverse to I/, hence is of type (a) by part (b) 
above. Labeling these annuli N,,, ,..., Nt , we obtain the required decomposition 
INI ,..., Ns ,..., NJ of W, 4). 
3.4. Notation. Suppose that (M, 4) satisfies 2.9. Let A? denote the 2- 
manifold obtained from M by deleting the rest points of 4; let d; = 4 1% . If {O& 
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is a locally finite collection of orbits of 6, then we can cut M along {Oi} (as 
defined in 2.2). Let M# denote the resulting manifold and let ((Mi , &)} be the 
components of M# with flows naturally induced by 4. Let p: M# + M be the 
natural projection and set MC’ = p(MJ. Note that p does not necessarily 
embed M, , but may identify in pairs certain boundary components of Mi 
(that correspond to non-separating Oi C M); p maps Int(MJ homeomorphically 
onto Int(M?:‘). 
3.5. THEOREM. Suppose that M is a compact orientable 2-manifold and that 
$ is a continuous flow on M with isolated rest points and no nontrivial recurrence. 
Then (a, 8;) can be decomposed by cutting into a countable collection ((Mi , &)} 
of flows of types 3.1(a) and (b). Each Mif is a closed4-invariant submanifold of a, 
{Mi’} is locally Jinite, and, for each i and j, Mi’ and Mj’ intersect in a subset 
(possibly empty) of the boundary of each. 
3.6. EXAMPLES. We give several examples to illustrate the decomposition 
of 3.5. The decomposition is obtained by cutting first along Q(4) -Per(+), 
the2 further along certain periodic orbits of 4. 
(i) The decomposition may be infinite as in the example illustrated 
in Fig. 2, in which there is an infinite sequence of “elliptic sectors” converging 
to the rest pointp. Here Msis of type 3.l(a,), and M4, M6 . . . are all of type 3.1(b). 
M, and Mz may be filled in with parallel periodic orbits (then they are of type 
3.l(a,)) or with spirals as shown (types 3.l(a,) and (b)). 
FIGURE 2 
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(ii) In the decomposition a component 1Mi of type 3.l(a,) or (b) may not 
be homeomorphic to its image Mi’ C M. In the example illustrated in Fig. 3 
this happens with M1 . The various Mi may be filled in as indicated in the insets; 
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(iii) The example in Fig. 4 illustrates the possibility of non-parallel periodic 
orbits in a flow 4 with Q(4) = Per(+). A, , A, and A, may be filled in as shown 
for A,; each orbit in Int(Q has a periodic orbit as w-limit set and a rest point 
as a-limit set. 
Proof of 3.5. The collection of orbits of Q(4) - Per(+) is locally finite in iI? 
by Proposition 2.12. We first cut fi along this collection, and label the resulting 
manifold and components M#, {(Mi , &)} as above. Note that a non-wandering 
point of & now either lies in aMi or is periodic. 
We want to further decompose M# by cutting along certain periodic orbits 
of 4”. We say, as above, that two periodic orbits of 4” are parallel if they bound 
an annulus in Ms. Since there are no rest points in M#, no periodic orbit of 4” 
bounds a disk in M#; it follows that “parallelity” is an equivalence relation 
on the periodic orbits of $#. An argument similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5 
shows that there are only finitely many equivalence classes. In particular, all but 
finitely many of the Mi are of type 3.1(b). 
To simplify the argument below, we next cut along one orbit of each parallel 
equivalence class, and then relabel so that M+‘, (Mi} denote the resulting 
manifold and its components. We now consider parallel equivalence classes 
with respect to the new M#. Each such class has a representative in aM#. It 
follows that if J is a periodic orbit in Int(M#), then J separates Ms. Again all but 
finitely many Mi are of type 3.1 (b); th e remaining Mi have interior periodic orbits. 
Next cut along each finite parallel equivalence class and again relabel as 
above. If G? = {J,, ,..., Jn> is such a class (with JO _C aM#), then cutting along %? 
creates m closed annuli of type 3.1(b) (cf. P ro osr ion 3.3) and one component p ‘t’ 
that is either of type 3.1(b) or contains periodic orbits of another equivalence 
class. (The latter alternative is possible; cf. Example 3.6(iii).) 
Now suppose that 9? = {Jm} is an infinite equivalence class with JO E V lying 
in aM#. All the J, lie in one component, Ml say, of Ms. Let GY denote the set of 
open annuli in Ml , each bounded by J,, and some Ja E V, partially ordered by 
inclusion. Let &’ be a maximal totally ordered subset of CPI and let A = U&. 
3.7. A is an open annulus. We may see this as follows. First note that A is 
an open 2-manifold as an open subset of Ml . Also, A contains no pair of trans- 
verse simple closed curves (any such pair would lie in some A E 02, which is 
impossible), and so A is planar. Thus, by the classification of open manifolds 
in [ 12, Theorem 31, A s S2 - F, where F is a totally disconnected closed subset 
of the 2-sphere S2. It is easily checked that T,(A) = Z, and hence that F consists 
of two points as required. 
There are now several possibilities depending on the nature of aA in Ml . 
If aA = JO u J1 (so J1 E U), then by 3.3( c wemaycutM,along{J,,..., Jk}C%? ) 
to create K annuli, each of which is either of type 3.1 (ai) or of type 3.1(b), and 
another component which is either of type 3.1(b) or contains interior periodic 
orbits belonging to a class V # %?. 
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If aA = J,, then we must have Mi = A u J,, . In this case we can find a 
sequence (Ii> of periodic orbits of ‘% that is locally finite in n/r, . We may decom- 
pose M1 as follows: cut first along {Ji}; then apply 3.3(c) to each of the resulting 
closed annuli. 
In the remaining case we must have aA - Jo C Q(+,) - Per(+i). It follows 
that ZA = &VZr and Ml = Cl(A). Let S C Mi be a closed arc transverse to 
+1 that terminates at x,, E ??A - J,, . By Proposition 2.15, the first return map f 
on S takes some interval (s, x0) _C S onto an interval (s’, z,,). There are fixed 
points off arbitrarily close to x,; let xi E (s, x,,) be a fixed point, and let Ji = 
y(x,). Again by 3.3(c), we can find periodic orbits Ja ,..., Jk in the annulus 
bounded by J,, and J1 , so that cutting &!Zr along { J1 ,..., Jk} creates K annuli, 
each of type 3.l(a,) or 3.1(b), and a component B that is spanned by the section 
[xi , x0] C S. The argument of Section 4 of [l l] then shows that (B, $i I,) is of 
type 3.l(a,). 
We can now complete the proof of 3.5 by applying the preceding argument 
to each infinite parallel equivalence class. 
4. Cm MODELS FOR COMPONENTS OF (M#,@) 
In the present section we construct Coo models for arbitrary flows of the types 
obtained in the preceding decomposition of a; i.e., if (M1 , &) is a flow of type 
3.1(a) or 3.1(b), we define a Cm 2-manifold N and a Cm flow (CI on N, with (N, #) 
topologically equivalent to (Mr , +i). We first prove a lemma needed in the con- 
struction, and then consider separately the three possible cases. 
4.1. LEMMA. Suppose f is an increasing homeomorphism of the interval 
I = [0, I]. Then there is a Cm diffeomorphism g of I with 
sgn(g(s) - s) = sgn(f(s) - s) for all s E I. t*> 
Any homeomorphism g of I that satisfies (*) is topologically conjugate to f. 
Here we say that mappingsf : X --f X and g: Y + Y are topologically conjugate 
if there is a homeomorphism h: X + Y with g = hfh-l. 
Proof of 4.1. Let F be the set of fixed points off, and let {(a, , b,) 1 n EZ+} 
be an enumeration of the complementary intervals of F. For each n E h+ let u,: 
Z - Z be a Cm function that is positive exactly on (a, , b,), and let c, > 0 be a 
constant chosen so that 
c,z&x) < 2-(n+1) for all x EZ and all k < n. 
Define u: I -+ W by 
4~) = 5 s&f(x) - x) . c, . u,(x), x EZ, 
Vl=l 
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anddefineg:I-+Ibyg(x) =x +u(x)forallx~I.ThengisC”, l/2 <g’(x) < 
3/2 for all x E I, and g satisfies (*), as required. 
Suppose now that g is any homeomorphism of I that satisfies (*). Then f 
and g have the same fixed point set, say F, and we begin the construction of 
a conjugacy h: I -+ I between f and g by setting h IF equal to the identity. Let 
(a, b) be a complementary interval of F in I. Assume that sgn(f - 1) = 1 on 
(a, b); the remaining case is treated analogously. Choose x E (a, b) and note that 
(a, b) is a disjoint union (a, b) = unsZ [fn(x),fn+l(x)). Let h, be an increasing 
homeomorphism of [x,~(x)) onto [x, g(x)) and, for each n E Z, define h on 
LPW f “+V)) by 
hl [f%)J”+‘(r)) = gnh,f -%. 
Extending h in this way to each complementary interval of F in I, we obtain 
the required conjugacy. 
4.2: Flows of type 3.l(a,) 
Suppose that (MI , +r) is of type 3.l(a,), and that S is a complete section for +1 . 
Then (MI , $r) is topologically equivalent to the suspension of the PoincarC map f 
on 5’ [14, Section 21. By the lemma there is a Cm diffeomorphism g of 5’ that is 
topologically conjugate to f. Then the suspension (N, #) of g is a Cm flow, and is 
topologically equivalent to the suspension off [14, Theorem 2.41, and hence to 
(MI , +r). (IV, $J) is the required model. 
4.3. Flows of type 3.2(a,) 
Suppose that A is a closed annulus, aA = Jb u Jr , and that M = A -F, 
where F is a closed totally disconnected non-empty subset of Jr . Assume that $r 
is a continuous nonsingular flow on Ml , and let S = [x0 , x1] be a complete 
section for 4, with x,, E J,, and x1 E Jr - F. Let f denote the PoincarC map on S, 
so that the domain off is D(f) = [x,, , 1 x ). We will show that the topological 
type of (Ml , $r) is completely determined by the topological conjugacy class 
of f and the totally ordered (finite or countable) set (Ri 1 i E I} of orbits of 
i?M, - J0 . Here the ordering on {Ri} is defined as follows: y(x,) is the initial 
element; if y(x), y(x’) are distinct orbits of aM, - (J,, u I), and T, T’ are 
disjoint closed arcs transverse to #or that terminate at x, x’ respectively, then 
y(x) < y(x’) if and only if, for some s E S, y+(s) meets first T and then T’ before 
returning to S (cf. [ll, Section 21). 
Thus suppose f and {Ri 1 i E I> are given as above. Let A’ 2 R2 denote the 
annulus bounded by the circles Jo’ = ((r, 0) ( Y = I} and Jr’ = ((r, 0) / r = 2). 
Let F’ C JI’ be a closed totally disconnected subset, chosen so that the set 
{Ri’ 1 i E I> of components of Jr’ - F’, with the natural ordering, is isomorphic 
with {& [ iglf. We may assume that xi’ = (2,O) is not in F’, and that the 
component of Jl’ -F’ that contains x1’ is the initial element of {I&‘). Let 
S’ C A’ - F’ denote the interval {(r, 0) 1 1 < I < 2}, let h be a homeomorphism 
5oW3/3-3 
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of s’ - (x1’> onto S - (x1>, and define g on s’ - (x1’> by g = klfh. We now 
define a C* flow # on the 2-manifold N = A’ - F’ as follows: 4 is the flow 
induced by the C” vector field on N given (in polar coordinates) by 
1: = 6(Y, e) /L(Y) B = qr, e>, 
where 8: A’ -+ [0, l] is a C oo function that vanishes exactly on F’, and CL: 
[I, 21---f L-1, 11 is a C” function that satisfies sgn p(s) = sgn(g(s) - s) for 
s E [I, 2), and ~(2) = 0. Then the PoincarC map on S’ - (x1’> determined by I,!J 
extends to a homeomorphism f' of s’ by f ‘(xr’) = xr’, and by our construction 
we have sgn(f ‘(x) - x) = sgn(g(x) - x), for all x E 5”. It follows from the 
lemma that f’ is conjugate to g, and hence to f. It is clear that the #-ordering 
on (& 1 i E I> coincides with the natural ordering. The argument of [I I, Sec- 
tion 43 then shows that (N, #) is equivalent to (Ml , $1). (N, (cr) is the required 
C” model. 
4.4. Flows of type 3.1(b) 
Suppose that (M, , &) is of type 3.1(b). Since +r IInt(M,) has no nonwandering 
points, we may apply Theorem 4 of [IO] to obtain a Cm atlas csl = {(Vi , ai)} 
on Int(Mr), with respect to which +r jInt(M,) is Cm. We want to extend this Cm 
structure to all of Mr . 
Let (BJ be an enumeration of the boundary components of Mr . For each i, 
let Si be a closed arc transverse to +I that terminates at bi E Bi . We may assume 
that Si is defined by an embedding yi: [0, l] -+ Mr , that takes 1 to b, and is Cm 
and transverse to +r on [O, 1). If Bi _C .Q(+,) let fi denote the first return map on 
St; if Bi C Q(&) we may assume that no orbit of $r crosses Si twice. Finally, 
let {Oi) be a collection of disjoint open subsets of Ml with Si , Bi C Oi . We now 
consider periodic and non-periodic boundary components separately. 
4.3(a). Bi Non-periodic 
First assume B, is homeomorphic to R1 and B( C G($,). Define t+: 
domain --f R1 by 
t+(s) = inf(t > 0 1 $r(s, t) E S<>. 
Since B, is not periodic, lim,,,,i t+(s) = co. It follows that, for some si E Si, 
we may define continuous functions a: (si , bi] + (0, co] and b: (si , bi] + 
[---CO, 0), with a@,) = 00, b(bi) = --CO, and such that the map 
Pi’: Hi = {(s, t) E R2 I n(s) E (si , h], b(ri(s)) < t < ~(yi(s))) + n/r, 9 
defined by Bilts, 4 = 44n(s), t), is an embedding of Hi onto an open subset 
Vi of Ml (cf. Fig. 5). W e may assume Vi C Oi . Since Si n Int(M,) is a Cm 
section, pi’ is a Cm diffeomorphism on Int(H,), hence the chart (Vi , pi) on Ml 
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is C” related to each (Vi , at) E GE Also, if 6 E Bi then, on a neighborhood of b, 
+r is just the “translation” (s, t’, r) +-+ (s, t’ + t), in terms of the local coordinates 
imposed by & . Hence 41 is Cm at (6, t) (b E Bi , t E BP) in the extended Cm 
structure. 
If Bi is non-periodic but Bi $ Q(&), then we may assume that +I embeds 
(si , bJ x UP onto a neighborhood of Bi in AZ, (by [l, Theotem 2.12, p. 521). 
It foilows that we may simply repeat the preceding argument to extend the 
given Cm structure to include Bi . 
4.3(b). Bi Periodic 
Suppose now that B, is a periodic orbit and define t+ as above. We may 
assume without loss of generality that Bi has period 1; there is a Cm reparametriza- 
tion of q$ on Int(N,) so that the map t+ corresponding to the reparametrized flow 
is identically 1 on some subinterval (si , b,] C Si . We then define a chart (Vb , ,&,) 
at the point b E Bi as follows: Suppose 6 = $,(bi , T), r E 10, 1). Define 
v, = {$l(S, 7 + t) I s E (Si , bi], t E (-l/2, l/2)} 
and define &l: EZ, = {(s, t) E Iw2 j yi(S) E (Si ,6J, t E (-l/Z, l/2)} -+ Vi, by 
Then #lb1 is an embedding and is Cm on Int(Hb); it follows that (V, , &) is P 
related to each ( Ui , CL<) E GE?. If b’ is another point of Bi , with say b’ = h(&, v’), 
then the map Igb o /3;l on &,( If, n V,,> is given by 
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thus(V~,,~)and(V~,,13,,) are Cm related. Also, as in 4.3(a), on a neighborhood 
of any point b E B, , $i is just translation, in terms of the coordinates imposed 
by the (V, , &,), and hence $r is Cm in the extended structure. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
For convenience we restate our main result. 
5.1. THEOREM. S pp u ose that $ is a continuous flow on the compact, orientable 
2-manifold M. Assume that 4 has at most finitely many rest points and that all 
recurrent points of 4 are periodic. Then there is a Cm $0~ 4 on M that is topologically 
equivalent to 4. 
The case m = 2 of the following lemma will be needed in the proof of 5.1. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let U Z [w” be the open unit ball U = {x E W 1 /j x [I < I}, 
and suppose that 5: U - (0) + [w” - (0) is a C” function. Then there is a C” 
function 24: U -+ [0, l] satisfying: 
(a) u is identically 1 on a neighborhood of aU, and 
(b) u.5: U-{p}+Wm extends to a Cm function on U that vanishes 
exactly at 0. 
Proof. Let {B, 1 n E Z+} be a collection of closed m-balls in {x E U / 0 < 
1) x 1) < 3/4} that is locally finite at points of U - (01, and such that (Int(B,) ) 
n E Z+} is a cover of {x E U 1 0 < 11 x Ij < l/2}. Let cl,..., cm denote the coordinate 
functions of 1 and, for each m-tuple k = (kI ,..., k,) of non-negative integers, let 
ake denote the partial derivative alk1~/aklx1ak2xa ... ak*x, , where ( k / = 
k, + ... +k,.Iff:U/~lR~,set~/f[~,=sup{~f(x)~~x~U). 
Now, for each n EZ+ let u,: U + [0, l] be a Cm function that is positive 
exactly on Int(B,), and such that 
II wh . &‘Jl,, < 2+ for all k with 0 < j k I < n, and i = l,..., m. (*) 
Let v: U + [0, I] be a Cm function that is 1 on the set (x E U ) l/2 < jj x 1) < l} 
and vanishes on the set (x E U I I/ x /I < l/4}, and define u = v + x.,“=, u, . Note 
that u is positive on U - (0) and that u is identically 1 on the set {x E U I 
jl x (( > 3/4); thus (a) is satisfied. That u is Cm on U - (0) follows from the fact 
that {B,) is locally finite except at 0. It remains to check that, for each multi- 
index k = (k, ,..., k,), and each i E {l,..., m}, we have Em,,, &Q(x) = 0. 
Fix E > 0. Choose N E Z+ so that 2-N+1 < E and I k I < N. Since B, u ... v B,-, 
is a closed set missing 0, there is an n-ball B, C {x E U / /j x 1) < l/4} with 
0 E Int(B,) and such that B, n B, # m implies n > N. Hence if x E B, and 
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B n, ,..., Bsz are the only B, that meet some small neighborhood of x, then we 
have by (*) : 
as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let a denote the complement in M of the rest points 
of 4, and let 4 = 4 1%. We now apply Theorem 3.4 to decompose (A?,Q) 
into a collection {(Mi , &) 1 i E Z+} of flows of types 3.1(a)-(b). The results of 
Section 4 show that, for each i E E+, there is a Ca: model (Ni , xi) of (Mi , &). 
We can then construct a Cm model (IV, x) of (A!, 4) as follows: if the boundary 
components B !Z Mi and B’ C Mj (possibly a’ = .j) are identified by the natural 
projection p: u Mi -+ M, then we identify the corresponding boundary com- 
ponents C c Ni and C’ C Nj. By a slight modification of the argument of 
Section 8 of [l 11, this may be done so that the resulting quotient N is a Cm 
manifold, and the flow x, induced on N by the xi, is Cm and topologically 
equivalent to 9. Let h: i$? ---f N be a topological equivalence of4 with x, and let %Y 
be the Ca structure on N, with respect to which x is Cm. Let 9I denote the Cm 
structure induced on iI?Z by V under the homeomorphism h, and let f be the flow 
on @ defined by 
S(m, t) = h-lx(+), 9. 
Note that t is C” with respect to the structure 9 on M, and that 4 is equivalent 
to E. Now let @ denote the given (original) Cm structure on M and h its restric- 
tion to I@. By Theorem 6.3 of [8], there is a C” diffeomorphism R of (A?!, d) onto 
(A?, 29) (Theorem 6.3 is stated for 3-manifolds but the theorem and its proof are 
valid for arbitrary manifolds of dimension m < 3); in fact k can be chosen to be 
within any preassigned continuous function S: M -+ (0, co) of the identity. 
We may assume that 6(x) tends to zero as x approaches any point of M - A%, 
and hence that k extends to a homeomorphism of M that fixes each rest point 
of 4. Let [ be the flow on il? defined by 
5(m, t) = k-Y(k(m), 4. 
Then 5 is C” with respect to i”l so its derivative, 5’ = (d/dt)l;, defines a Cm 
vector field on (A?, &). By Lemma 5.1 there is a Cm function U: M + [0, l] 
that is identically 1 except on a neighborhood of M - A, and so that the vector 
field u . 5’ on i@ extends to a Cm vector field on M that is zero exactly on M - iI?. 
The induced flow 4 of this vector field is Cm and topologically equivalent, 
under k, to 4. 
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